The Fourth Revolution: How the Infosphere is Reshaping Human Reality Luciano Floridi oxford unIversITy Press (2014)
Are we 'inforgs' living in 'onlife' -informational organisms inhabiting a blurry realm between real and virtual? Information ethicist Luciano Floridi thinks so, and his searing study of our digital dependency peels to the bone the implications for everything from identity to the environment. We look with new eyes at our transformation into generic online consumers ("Gogol's dead souls, but with wallets"), and our creation of an environment that is dumbed-down enough for smart technologies to excel. Non-alarmist and very, very smart.
Adventures in the Anthropocene: A Journey to the Heart of the Planet We Made Gaia Vince ChaTTo & WIndus (2014) When Nature's former news editor Gaia Vince set off on a two-year, six-continent trek, her aim was inspired: to explore empirically, amid biodiversity collapse and global climate change, how the planet and its ingenious humans are faring. Digging beneath the scree of statistics, received wisdom, "shock-doctrines and tired slogans", Vince has reached ground truths. Her broader discussions of the biological and Earth science are as cogent as her close reportage on innovators such as the Ladakhi 'glacier-maker' Chewang Norphel. phylogenetic trees and cladograms convey different ideas. Many students are taught that 'a tree is a cladogram with time attached' . But cladograms are merely diagrams of the distribution of characteristics. You can make cladograms of chocolate bars, hardware or cartoon characters, as long as you clarify how you are identifying the synapomorphies. A phylogenetic tree, by contrast, depicts evolutionary relationships. You can put putative ancestors in a tree's branches (most no longer do so, because we can seldom identify direct ancestors), but not in a cladogram. A cladogram has no real branches -its lines just connect points. You can calibrate a tree against geological time and the dates of fossils; you can make the branches thinner or thicker to depict their diversities; and you can artistically elongate some branches to suggest temporal, adaptive or ecological differences. Trees have few rules, and so they remain an eternal metaphor for biologists, perpetually dangling the tempting apple.
Archibald's book is interdisciplinary, authoritative, well-written and complete, with a deep historiographic appreciation of its many subjects. I wished for a concluding chapter that integrated all the delightful insights in the book, but that is a quibble. It is important in this context to note biologist Theodore Pietsch's complementary work Trees of Life (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012). With its copious illustrations and economical but enlightening text, Pietsch's book is in some ways intermediate between Archibald's and Lima's.
Lima's Book of Trees is a catalogue that includes diagrams from biology, philosophy, technology, history and even comic books. They are not all genealogical trees; the book includes various kinds of diverging diagrams, some not even obviously treelike, such as rectangular concept maps. Some compare and even quantify differences in their variables, using their component lengths, thicknesses and directionalities.
As Archibald shows, Darwin used nearly every kind of treelike diagram in his notes and books. Lima's catalogue explains each of Darwin's beautifully reproduced images, but he does not dwell on analysis. For him, the strength of the representations is in their diversity, ability to convey information, and -let's face it -beauty. Clarity of expression is a wonderful thing: the graceful geometric skeletons of points and lines convey more conceptual dimensions than the page can literally express. ■ 
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